DOCTORATE NEWS

Cultural workshops for international students

Postdocs Fellowships with EuroTech Postdoc2 Program
Within the EuroTechPostdoc2 programme, the universities of the EuroTech Universities Alliance (a strategic partnership of universities of science & technology of which TU/e is one of the members) offer seventy Marie Sklodowska-Curie fellowships to experienced high-potential researchers (postdocs).

PhD students welcome day - Great Escape Game
On December 17, 2020, the Doctoral College of Université Grenoble Alpes is organizing a welcome day (bilingual event) for all first-time doctoral students in two parts: in the morning a meeting with the doctoral schools, and in the afternoon a discovery of all the services of the Doctoral College and more broadly of the University and its partners via a large online game in the form of a journey to the heart of the campus.

Shanghai 2020 Ranking: UGA enters the top 100 of the world's best universities
First regional university (outside of the Paris region), in the top 5 French Universities, Université Grenoble Alpes has placed in the top 100 world universities in the 2020 Shanghai ranking of world universities. Following the good performance of French universities in the Shanghai ranking of academic subjects in June, the results of the Shanghai global rankings published on August 15th confirm the integration strategy of universities and schools put in place in Grenoble.

Competition: Research as Art 2020 - Swansea University
Research as Art is a competition which aims to reveal the hidden stories of research. The competition is open to all students, staff and researchers spanning undergraduate, professional services, postgraduates, academic staff; studying, working or supporting research in ANY field or discipline...Everything! Research as Art 2020 is now open for entries, with a deadline of 7 September.

DOCTORATE NEWS IN FRENCH

Concours Ma thèse en 180 secondes - Édition 2021, 100% numérique !
Mardi 9 mars à partir de 18h, suivez en direct sur YouTube, la finale Alpes du concours international Ma thèse en 180 secondes (MT180). Inscrivez-vous dès maintenant pour voter pour le prix des internautes le soir de la finale ! #MT180 et #MT180alpes

Élections au Conseil du Collège doctoral - Mars 2021
Les élections des élus doctorants au Conseil du Collège Doctoral de l'Université Grenoble Alpes auront lieu du mardi 16 mars 9h au jeudi 18 mars 2021 à 16h. Postulez ! Votez ! La représentation des doctorant-e-s est essentielle !

Ateliers culturels à destinations des étudiants internationaux
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Univ. Grenoble Alpes, ranked for the first time in the Shanghai Academic Subject Rankings of World Universities 2017, joins the top 200 world universities

French and Brazilian specialists working on 'smart cities and Big Data' together in Grenoble
The first French Brazilian spring school on April 6th to 10th, 2015 [+]  
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Relocation
The College and the doctoral schools (except Philo) moved on September 1st, 2020 to join the Maison Jean Kuntzmann at 110 rue de la Chimie 38400 Saint-Martin-d'Hères on the University Campus (Tram B and C, stops "Bibliothèques universitaires").

Thesis Defences

Upcoming doctoral dissertation defences